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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Coral LLC® New Coral Mag Fizz Brings Powerful
Magnesium-Potassium Duo to Any Drink
Great-tasting, “fizzy” formula helps support nerve and muscle function, may facilitate muscle cramp relief*
CARSON CITY, NV (October 28, 2015)— Muscle cramps “cramping” your style?
Make sure your magnesium and potassium intake is on point with new Coral
LLC Coral Mag Fizz – a tasty beverage enhancer that provides an ideal daily
measure of the powerful essential mineral duo known to provide muscle cramp
relief.*
Available in a delectable and effervescent natural lemon-lime flavor,
Coral Mag Fizz conveniently adds 300 mg (75%DV) of magnesium and 500 mg
potassium (14% DV) to your drinking water or favorite beverage.
An important combination in combatting painful leg cramps that affect mobility and rest,*
magnesium plays an important role in the healthy functioning of nerves and muscles* and may be a
contributing factor to maintaining strong bones by helping the body absorb calcium and potassium.*
Potassium assists in regulating the body’s water balance, which is essential to healthy nerve and muscle
functions.*
“Our new Coral Mag Fizz is a tasty way to secure a daily dose of magnesium and potassium,
which can provide a multitude of healthful benefits for the body, both independently and in tandem,” said
Jason DeWitt, managing partner of Coral LLC. “Our gentle and effective formula is fast-absorbing,
preservative-free and sugar-free, and proudly made in the United States.”
New Coral Mag Fizz is available in a 6.4-ounce container (30 servings) for $19.95. Visit
www.coralcalcium.com to purchase or locate a nearby retailer.
Coral LLC, the leading brand of coral minerals, is the original coral calcium mineral company in
the U.S., using only EcoSafe™ above-sea coral in its products. The company is located at 5576 Bighorn
Drive, Carson City, NV.
For more information, images or samples, media may contact Stacey at On the Horizon
Communications at (805) 773-1000, or email stacey@thepressroom.com.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or
prevent any disease.

